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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
About one-third of Americans are not able to name a single right given
through the First Amendment, granted that 80 percent do not know that
the freedom of religion and press are included, these numbers need to be
challenged and changed. A group of California State University, Long Beach
(CSULB) students partnered with 1 For All to launch the SpeakUp1st
campaign to educate CSULB Liberal Arts students and to encourage their
practicing of the First Amendment and the five freedoms. Spark Public
Relations accomplished this through the development of lasting
impressions with key publics, encouraging them to exercise their freedoms
and share their thoughts regarding the First Amendment. The Spark Public
Relations team focused the SpeakUp1st campaign around two goals:
Educate and Raise awareness of the First Amendment. Adopting this
approach, the campaign sought to educate the primary audience of the
First Amendment and the five freedoms granted by the First Amendment
as well as raising the awareness by challenging students’ knowledge about
this topic through different activities throughout the different tabling
events; as well as exercising their freedoms through an interactive activity to
write out anything that has been on their mind but were too scared to
share it to the world on a post-it note. Our events and social media content
has been shared through different College of Liberal Arts social media
accounts exposing our content to the targeted audience.
SpeakUp1st’s campaign stands not only on raising awareness of the First
Amendment and the five freedoms granted by it, but as well as advocating
our students to feel safe and free to exercise their First Amendment,
especially on campus.
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PHASE 1: RESEARCH

SITUATION
Due to the goal of 1 For All, to raise awareness of the First Amendment among college
students, doors have opened up new challenges. Vagueness and having little to no
impact of the client throughout the campaign gives the agency the freedom to go
different routes that can have a successful or an unsuccessful outcome, which can go
against the brand’s ethics, values and/ or morals. In addition, it allows Spark Public
Relations to take and do what it wants with the campaign.

SWOT ANALYSIS
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RESEARCH
SECONDARY RESEARCH
Our secondary research helped us steer our way through
the rest of the research process. When conducting
secondary research, our goal was to gain as much
knowledge around the First Amendment, College of
Liberal Arts students and the organization 1 for All, as
possible, and further tie this information together to see
how we could use it in the campaign. When it came to the
First Amendment it was important for us to acquire as
much information about it overall, what it entails and
some of its regulations. More specifically we wanted to
learn about the regulations of the First Amendment that
affects College of Liberal Arts students, this was easily
accessible through a variety of websites.

PRIMARY RESEARCH
Our secondary research provided a global and
national insight as to college students’ awareness
regarding the First Amendment. However, we
were in need of more specific statistics; we
needed a deeper understanding of local students’
awareness and knowledge regarding the First
Amendment and its five freedoms. We distributed
a short 13-question online-survey and conducted
short interviews targeting CSULB College of
Liberal Arts students.
During this period, we conducted 50 short oneon-one interviews with students, about 80% knew
solely about two freedoms out of the five: religion
and speech (A2). When asked about the
remaining three of the freedoms, they had little to
no knowledge about their existence, let alone be
able to name them. When asked them to say all
five, 90% weren’t able to name more than one. In
addition, when asked about their knowledge
about the Time, Place and Manner Regulations on
campus, 30% had heard about the title but did
not know the exact meaning of them, 5% had
little knowledge about them and the remaining
65% had never heard of them (A2).

We further learned about other First Amendment
campaigns that had been held on other college
campuses. For instance, we discovered that
University of Florida held a film screening of a
documentary surrounding the First Amendment on
their campus as a part of their science: unsilenced
campaign. University of Central Oklahoma hosted a
First Amendment march as well as a post-it-wall
dedicated to emphasizing the value of the First
Amendment which created a lot of engagement
from both faculty and students.

Our survey posed a series of questions regarding students’
knowledge about the First Amendment, their preference
when it comes to school involvement regarding the
freedom of speech and about their social media habits
(A3). The survey was conducted through Qualtrics, and
reached 115 students, majority being both Journalism
(11.94%) and Public Relations (11.19%) majors (A3). It also
gave us the result that 85.22% of students prefers not
having a campus that exercises an atmosphere of
harmony, if it means having their speech and ideas
limited. It also indicated that the First Amendment is of
extreme importance to 46.49% of students and that
13.16% declared it as moderately important. In addition,
the majority of students, 61.74%, stated that the Freedom
of Speech was the most important to them, followed by
13.91% saying the right to petition the government was
their top priority, when it came to the five freedoms (A3).
As mentioned by the Freedom Forum Institute, the
survey declared for a greater expansion on the awareness
and knowledge regarding the First Amendment and the
five freedoms. Something very interesting that was also
seen during the primary research is that through the
Forum survey, 16% of takers considered the right to bear
arms as part of the freedoms as well as the right to vote,
14% (A1). This as mentioned was seen as well through our
own research, we had several number of students
consider these as freedoms rather than rights.
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KEY PUBLICS
Primary Audience: College of Liberal Arts students
Our primary audience for this campaign is College of Liberal Arts students. The department
holds 32 majors ranging from journalism to religious studies and political science. The college
has 9300 undergraduate students and 575 graduate students. The undergraduate students
mainly belong to the generations Generation Z and Millennials, so the campaign will be
targeted toward these generations. Because our primary public is such a large group of people,
with a lot of different interests belonging to different generations and with different behavior we
have to focus on the few factors that they have in common. Reaching such students will allow
for the effects of the campaign to have an after-end campaign reaction and effects since these
students will remain at CSULB after the termination of the campaign, allowing for wider spread
of the First Amendment. These are students of the CSULB College of Liberal Arts department
and their major is related to the society.

Secondary Audience:
Instructors in the College of Liberal Arts department
There are approximately 650 faculty members in the 32 different programs offered in CSULB’s
College of Liberal Arts. Similarly to the primary audience, this group is large and diverse. Liberal
Arts envelops such a wide range of studies that the faculty at CSULB are likely hard to fit into a
single box. Despite the expected differences in demographics and psychographics, all of the
faculty still have things in common. They are employed at CSULB and have chosen to be
educators. Within this college are instructors teaching political science, law, religion, journalism,
sociology, and more. For such, just as their students will be exposed to the campaign, so will
these professor either through the survey, which is being sent to their students and perhaps ask
certain professors to disburse them to their classes, through the flyers being posted on campus.

Residents and CSULB Parents
As well, residents from Long Beach are taken into consideration as secondary public due to the
exposure on campus due to the flyers, events and anything related to this campaign; as well as
having students inform their parents about perhaps the survey they have taken or the interviews
they have participated in.

Other students at CSULB
As massive as the College of Liberal Arts is there are still about another 30,000 students at
CSULB. Our campaign is bound to reach students of different colleges. These students, just like
the rest of the secondary audience, they will be exposed to the tactics created in the campaign.
This audience will have great influence on our target audience as they are peers and interact
frequently.
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PHASE 2: PLANNING
SPARK PR KEY MESSAGES

01

02

03

04

05

KEY
MESSAGES

Authenticity and innovation are a strong part of Spark
Public Relations core values.

Spark Public Relations applies comprehensive solutions to
clients’ needs.

Spark Public Relations is committed to fulfill the needs and
wants of clients.

Spark Public Relations stands for the open-expression of all
individuals as long as they are in no way shape or form
creating or interrogating any form of violence, racism.
Our campaign is formulated with the help of our clients,
their intake is of importance in order to have their wants
and needs reached properly.

CAMPAIGN KEY MESSAGES
Our key messages is the main take-away we want our primary audience to get from the
conduction of our campaign. After thorough research of our primary audience, College of
Liberal Arts students at CSULB, we have come to find two key messages. Through the Speak
Up First campaign we will work to educate and motivate students about the First
Amendment.
EDUCATE:
➔ 80% of Americans aren't able to name and have a lack of knowledge of the five freedoms
given within the First Amendment.
➔ The First Amendment gives the U.S citizens the ability to have social movements, social
change, and make a more humane future.
➔ 65% of CSULB students have a lack of knowledge regarding the Time, Place and Manner
regulations at CSULB.
If not knowledgeable of such regulations, their actions can have serious consequences
➔ “If you want to remember all five freedoms in the First Amendment, just RAPPS!”

◆

MOTIVATE:
➔ With lack of knowledge comes lack of practice, we will enable students to practice their
freedom of speech.
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CHALLENGES
CSULB is a commuter campus in which
students only stay on campus to assist
their scheduled classes appointments,
presenting a challenge in having
students involved in the different
activities being conducted by us. In
addition to knowing the proper time and
location, students would be reached was
difficult.
CSULB is a diverse campus with four
different main colleges: Liberal Arts,
Business, Engineering, and Health and
Human Services, it presents a challenge
to explicitly reach our primary audience,
Liberal Arts students.

Primary research efforts indicates that
our primary audience have nothing to
little knowledge of the five freedoms
included in the First Amendment, let
alone name them as well as having no
knowledge of the Time, Place and
Manner Regulations.
Limited time on implementation limiting
our creativity process, planning and
execution.
Because CSULB is a diverse campus, it is
presents an obstacle in reaching the
primary audience during our events due
to the mass of students that walk
through the location of the events being
hosted.

OPPORTUNITIES
In order to capture our primary
audiences’ attention, interests and
inform them about our campaign and
events, we tabled during trafficked
passing periods in the Liberal Arts
building pathways, created a survey and
launched a social media campaign to
reach our audience when they were on
or off campus.

To capture and interact with students,
we hosted on-campus events, as well as
launched an Instagram account focused
on connecting with students via social
media.

To capture and engage with our primary
audience, our event flyers were shared by
different College of Liberal Arts social
media accounts.
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PHASE 3:
IMPLEMENTATION

CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW
Spark PR is a dedicated agency increasing awareness of the First Amendment for the non-profit
organization 1 For All. 1 For All works hard to educate students around the nation about their
First Amendment rights. To further expand students’ knowledge about the First Amendment, a
campaign Speak Up 1st was created to reach Liberal Arts students of California State University,
Long Beach.
Speak Up 1st included three events that were set up near the Liberal Arts buildings to directly
reach our target audience. The first event held was a tabling event where we distributed free
cupcakes to students who came to the table and explained all five freedoms of the First
Amendment. Providing cupcakes gave students an incentive to stop by our table and
ultimately we were able to remind them of their rights. Each cupcake included a sticker
specially made for the campaign with the abbreviation RAPPS. Each letter of the abbreviation
easily defines the five freedoms of the First Amendment, R for religion, A for assembly, P for
petition, P for press, and lastly, S for speech. The result of our research concluded that most
students were not aware of all of the five freedoms, so RAPPS was created to make memorizing
the First Amendment simple.
The second event, “What’s On Your Mind” was a post-it event where we encouraged students to
practice the First Amendment by writing anything they wanted to on a post-it note. Each note
was stuck on a box to remind students that the First Amendment is a right individuals should
take advantage of. Reminding them of their rights allows them to be more confident and
aware of the importance of the First Amendment.
The last event “Spin the Freedom” was a tabling event where students were able to win a gift
card. Students were asked to spin a game wheel with segments of each freedom of the First
Amendment written on it. Whichever freedom the students landed on, they had to explain that
freedom correctly. This game tested students’ knowledge of the First Amendment and if
students were unfamiliar with a specific freedom, explanations of the freedoms were given.
Many walked away with either a gift card or a new understanding of the amendment.To reach
more students, an Instagram page was created for the campaign. The daily educational
content reminded students of their First Amendment rights. The posts included posters
explaining each freedom. Instagram stories were utilized to get students to look at our content
and be up-to-date with the events. To encourage students to follow our Instagram, a contest
giveaway was created. In order for them to be eligible to win, students had to follow the
Instagram page and enter the contest by commenting on why the First Amendment is
important to them.
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES,
STRATEGIES +
RATIONALE AND
TACTICS
Campaign Goal:
Raise students' awareness of the First Amendment, the five
freedoms and Time, Place, and Manner Regulations from
California State University, Long Beach.
Objective 1: Raise Liberal Arts college students’ awareness of
the First Amendment and the five given freedoms from the
First Amendment by generating 100 connections and 500
cumulative impressions through earned and owned media
between November 4 through November 15, 2019 (A4 & 5).
Strategy 1: Create educational and fun activities for students
through which they will practice and learn about the First
Amendment and the five freedoms.
Rationale: The First Amendment enriches the nation through the
exchanges of ideas, the challenge comes through the exercise of
our freedom of speech and through a survey conducted by the
Freedom Forum Institute it has been found that a third of
Americans can't name a single freedom in the Amendment; eighty
percent aren't aware that freedom of the press and religion are
included in the freedoms
Tactic A: Create the mnemonic RAPPS: freedom of religion,
freedom of assembly, freedom of the press, freedom to
petition the government, freedom of speech to make it easier
for students to remember the five freedoms of the First
Amendment (A8).
Tactic B: Host an event in which students will be able to have
a photoshoot with inflatable microphones and cupcakes the
contain stickers with our logo and encourage students to
submit Instagram posts and stories about our event (A9).
Tactic C: Host an event during trafficking pathway hours in
which students will have the ability to spin a wheel with
different sections regarding the First Amendment, the five
freedoms and the Place, Time and Manner Regulations, and if
able to explain the section correctly, they have the chance to
win a gift card or candy (A11).
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES,
STRATEGIES +
RATIONALE AND
TACTICS
→ Tactic D: Create an Instagram, @Speakup1st, to serve as an
informational and interactive platform about the First
Amendment with fun, informative and simple content will be
created in order to remember RAPPS and have an
understanding of each concept; in addition to the time, place
and manner regulation, posts will be sponsored to reach a
greater audience (A4).
Tactic E: Host an Instagram contest in which students will
have to share “Why the First Amendment is important to
you?” to generate more conversation and self-awareness as to
the importance of it (A4).
Tactic F: Create infographics giving basic knowledge about
the five freedoms given in the First Amendment, shared on
social media (A7).

Objective 2: Educate a minimum of 100 College of Liberal
Arts students about the California State University, Long
Beach time, place, and manner regulations between Nov. 415, 2019.
Rationale: During our primary research, we found that
75% have heard about the title but have no idea about the
meaning of them, 5% had little knowledge about them
and the remaining 20% had no idea (A3).
Strategy 1: Host an event on campus (A11).
Tactic A: Host an event during trafficking pathway hours
in which students will have the ability to spin a wheel
with different sections regarding the First Amendment,
the five freedoms and the Place, Time and Manner
Regulations, and if able to explain the section correctly,
they have the chance to win a gift card or candy (A11).
Strategy 2: Pitch the school’s news campus, Daily49er, to
write a story regarding the Place, Time and Manner
Regulations (A7).
Tactic A: Develop and send Daily49er an infographic
with the basic needs to know to understand the Place,
Time and Manner Regulations (A7).
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TUE

NOV. 7

Cupcake Tabling Event: Located in front of the LA-5 building, the
team handed out cupcakes to the students who can tell us what
they know about the First Amendment and also to those who are
unaware. The cupcakes are decoated with custom made stickers
regarding the five freedoms-- encourage students to post pictures
and tag our Instagram handle to repost. (Engagement & Education)

Instagram Education Takeover: First Amendment
informative posts. More in-depth about the first 2
freedoms in RAPPS: Freedom of Religion and Assembly-explain meaning and how to correctly use it without any
consequences on our campus.

"What's on Your Mind?" Post-It Takeover: We asked
students around the LA buildings to write what is currently
on their mind onto a post-it note and placed it outside a
box. Also, handed out stickers to inform them about the
First Amendment and the different ways to practice on
campus.

Instagram Education Takeover: Go in depth with the next two
freedoms in RAPPS: Freedom of the Press and to Petition the
government-- explain meaning and how to correctly use it without
any consequences on our campus. RAPPS reinforcement

NOV. 9

Instagram Education Takeover: Educate students
about the place, time, and manner regulations at
CSULB. Explain meaning and how to correctly use it
without any consequences on our campus.

NOV. 10

FRI

NOV, 8

SAT

NOV. 6

Social Media Instagram Takeover:
Introduction of the @SpeakUp1st Instagram to
students and peers. Introduction of RAPPS.

SUN

NOV. 5

WED

NOV. 4

THU

MON

TIMELINE

Instagram Refresh & Game Takeover: Instagram
contest for students have to comment why the First
Amendment is important to them. Winner gets $25
giftcard to Cheesecake Factory. // Montage showcasing
the team's progress for the first week of implementation
to raise awareness of the First Amendment and
freedoms. // Reinforcement of RAPPS
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Instagram Education Takeover: Go in depth with
the last freedom in RAPPS: Freedom of Speech-explain meaning and how to correctly use it
without any consequences on our campus.

NOV. 12

NOV. 13

NOV. 14

Montage Takeover: Showcase what the team has
done throughout the first week of implementation
to raise awareness of the First Amendment and the
five freedoms.

NOV, 15

Montage Takeover: Announce Cheesecake
Factory gift card winner for the Instagram
contest.

FRI

TUE

Spin the Freedom: Tabling event at LA-5 building asking
students if they can recite the five freedoms and explain them.
Students will have the ability to win candy or a gift card by
playing a game in which the table will be covered in envelopes
filled with either candy or gift cards to Starbucks, Coldstone, and
Target.

WED

NOV. 11

THU

MON

TIMELINE

Instagram & Game Refresh: Remind students about
the Instagram contest where students have to comment
why the First Amendment is important to them. Winner
will receive a $25 gift card to Cheesecake Factory.
Reinforcement of RAPPS
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BUDGET
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EVALUATION
Objective 1: Exceeded
We aimed to create 100 cumulative connections and 500 cumulative
impressions through earned and owned media through 1) creating original
and informative content for our Instagram page, 2) sharing our survey to
different College of Liberal Arts students via emailing professors, 3)
engaging with our audience on social media and at event on campus (A 4
& 5).

→ Our Instagram reached 74 followers and receiving 22 comments on our
Instagram contest and 167 views on our contest video (A ).
→ We reached 115 students through our survey (A4).
→ We reached over 500 impressions through earned social media (A5).
Objective 2: Exceeded
We aimed to educate 100 of the College of Liberal Arts students about the
California State University, Long Beach “Time, Place, and Manner
Regulation” that has to deal with students and their exercise of the First
Amendment through a fun and informative activity at one of the tabling
events.

→ The information was exposed to nearly 175 students across all our
tabling events (A11).
→ When asked at the end of the information exposed regarding the topic,
a vast majority said they now had a basic understanding of it while a
minority still needed a bit more of information.
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CONCLUSION
SpeakUp1st’s campaign was centered on accomplishing our client’s
goal of raising college student’s awareness regarding the First
Amendment and the five freedoms; in addition to educating
students about CSULB’s Time, Place and Manner Regulations. We
have successfully raised awareness and educated students about
the First Amendment and the Time, Place and Manner Regulations
by accumulating over 100 connections and over 500 media
impressions through earned and owned media during our
campaign. We motivated students to exercise their first
amendment by hosting an event in which students felt liberated
and were able to freely express what they had on their minds by
anonymously writing on a post-it note and posting it on a box.
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APPENDIX
(A1) Secondary Research
“While U.S. college students strongly support the First Amendment, some would favor restrictions on free
speech if they were designed to foster respect for diverse perspectives, a report from the John S. and
James L. Knight Foundationand Gallup finds.”

"The study shows a rapid evolution in student views of the First Amendment in key areas, underscoring a
growing pessimism amongst students about the security of First Amendment rights," said Sam Gill, Knight
Foundation vice president for communities and impact. "The emerging generation has a new and different
view of the role that free expression plays in our democracy. What they're saying is, 'Free expression is
important, but so is diversity'."
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/college-students-views-of-first-amendment-evolving-survey-finds

“I feel like most campuses are liberal. But it’s not really the students,” said Oscar Acevedo, a political
science major and president of Turning Point. “I feel like it’s more professors and administration who don’t
give them the full perspective.”
“Since the election of President Donald Trump, the university has seen a number of demonstrations from

groups such as Muslim Students Association, La Raza and others who disagree with the new president
and his policies.”
“College news watchdog Campus Reform reported that out of the 12 speakers of note which Cal State
Long Beach hosted in the 2016-2017 academic year, zero identified as conservative.”

https://daily49er.com/news/2017/11/29/conservative-and-liberal-students-find-their-place-at-csulb/
“The First Amendment requires that the government not discriminate against particular viewpoints. The
Supreme Court has, however, upheld the idea that speech may be regulated under “Time, Place, and
Manner” regulations.”
http://web.csulb.edu/divisions/students/freespeech/time_place_manner.html
“This regulation applies to all members of the CSULB community including, but not limited to, students,
student organizations, faculty, faculty organizations, staff, staff organizations, campus-affiliated
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organizations, and other off-campus groups or persons while on campus grounds, including commercial
vendors or solicitors.”
http://web.csulb.edu/divisions/students/studentdean/campus_regulations/documents/REGS_BOOK_REG_
01.pdf
“Additionally, many support the First Amendment rights of student journalists as well as the larger media
industry. Two-thirds (64 percent) of respondents agreed that public school students do not need approval
from school authorities to report on controversial issues in their school newspapers.”
https://www.freedomforuminstitute.org/first-amendment-center/
https://www.freedomforuminstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/SOFAreport2019.pdf
“... about a third of Americans can’t name a single freedom in the Amendment. About 80 percent don’t
know that it includes the freedoms of religion and press.”
https://mtsu.edu/first-amendment/page/about-1-for-all

(A2)- Student interviews
Quick interviews w
 ill be conducted to random students from the College of Liberal Arts. The format in
which these interviews will be conducted is to canvass around the Liberal Arts buildings. The canvassing
will take part for about 15 minutes, for approximately two to three days. The interview should last less
than five minutes since we are planning to ask one to two well thought out questions that invoke thinking
and self selection as to how they view their campus, from both third person perspective and first person
point of view.
Participants: 50 CSULB College of Liberal Arts Students. Method: Canvassing
Purpose: to gain a better understanding of students knowledge, idea, feels, perspective and what needs
to be taught to students regarding the First Amendment, the five freedoms and the Time, Place and
Manner Regulation.
Questions asked:
1. In your opinion, is it important that CSULB supports your right to practice the First Amendment?
Why, why not?
2. Would you prefer having a campus that exercises an atmosphere of harmony, even if it means
having your speech and ideas limited?
3. How often do you see the First Amendment being exercised on campus?
4. Are you aware of the five freedoms given in the First Amendment? Can you name them?
5. Have you heard about the Time, Place and Manner Regulation, and do you have any
understanding?
When asked questions about their opinion regarding the importance of the First Amendment
→ 80% said that it was of great importance because it allowed them to express whatever they
wanted, whenever they wanted and it is a great route to having a respectful debate and exchange
of ideas when the topic is controversial.
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When asked if they prefer having a campus that exercises an atmosphere of harmony, even if it
means having their speech and ideas limited
→ 75% disagreed, they prefer having the freedom of expression regarding anything, anywhere,
at anytime without any censoring or limitation.
When asked how often do you see the First Amendment being exercise on campus
→ 88% said they see it often due to the events, but they see if more often coming from
organization rather than students themselves; individually.
When asked if they knew about the five freedoms given in the First Amendment and if they were
capable of naming them
→ 80% said they only knew that the freedom of religion and speech were protected, while 90%
couldn’t name more than one.
When asked if they have heard about the Time, Place and Manner Regulations and if they had any
understanding
→ 30% have heard about the title but were unable to fully explain the purpose of them, while 5%
had little knowledge about them, and the remaining 65% has no idea.

(A3)- Student Survey
Participants: 115 CSULB College of Liberal Arts Students. Method: Online Survey
Purpose: to gain a better understanding of students knowledge, idea, feels, perspective and what needs
to be taught to students regarding the First Amendment and the five freedoms through an online survey
constructed of thirteen questions.
When asked if they prefer having a campus that exercises an atmosphere of harmony, even if it
means having their speech and ideas limited
→8
 5.22% of survey takers indicated that they disagree with the statement and that everyone
deserves to voice their opinions and thoughts regardless of anyone’s thoughts, feelings.
When asked if the First Amendment is of any importance to them
→ 46.49% declared it is of extreme importance followed with 13.16% declared it is moderately
important while only 2.63% said it is slightly important.
When asked what freedom under the First Amendment if of most important to them
→ less than 40%, cumulative, declared any of the other freedoms, not being speech, to be of any
importance to them.
When asked if they were motivated to voice their opinion on a topic, how comfortable they were in
voicing a controversial opinion in a classroom setting
→ 42.61% said they would be somewhat comfortable while 18.26% said they would be somewhat
uncomfortable.
When asked if they were aware of the Time, Place and Manner Regulations at CSULB
→ 64.04% were not aware while 35.96% said they were.
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(A4) - Instagram

A5 - Instagram Earned Media
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(A6) - Infographics
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(A7)- D
 aily49er:  Time, Place and Manner Regulation story pitch

(A8)- R
 APPS Mnemonic Logo
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(A9) - Instagram and Cupcake Takeover Event
Host an event in which students will be able to have a photoshoot with inflatable microphones and
cupcakes the contain stickers with our logo and encourage students to submit instagram posts and
stories about our event. While in attending the event, students were also being educated about the First
Amendment, the five freedom given through it and how to exercise their freedoms properly and freely.
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(A10) - “What’s on YOUR mind?” Event
During trafficking hours, host an event in which students were given the opportunity to freely express
whatever has been in their mind but have been too afraid to say it publicly. With this event, the students,
as mentioned, they have the freedom of doing so and having no judgment, no rebuttal, nothing but just
their freedom of writing out to the world what has been on their mind.

A11- “Spin the Freedom” Event
During trafficking hours, host an event in which students will be faced with a spinning wheel that has the
five freedoms and the Time, Place and Manner Regulation. When the wheel has been spun, whatever
freedom lands on they have to be able to explain it. If explain correctly, they have the ability of winning a
gift card to either: Cold Stone, Starbucks, or Target by choosing it from the table that has various
enveloped laid with either the gift card or candy.
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(A11) Continued
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